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NEWS
In Case You Missed It
GMO RESEARCH UNVEILS NORTH
AMERICAN BRANCH OFFICE

Online research solution platform provider GMO Research has expanded its global operations by launching a subsidiary
branch in New York City, United States.
This is to better serve its clients from
North America, which have markedly increased since the COVID-19 pandemic
started.
Pratik Sharma, the Executive Vice President for the US and EU region, comments
on the new expansion: “Our industry has
gone through a transformation within
the last two years, and GMO has adapted to that change. One of the investments made by GMO Research is to be
with our clients locally on a partnership
basis and we now have a branch of GMO
Research headquartered in NYC.”
Sharma also stated that: “In 2022, GMO
Research will be focused on bolstering
our global presence and will serve any
of your research needs: locally or internationally. With the vast reach of GMO
Research, we can offer you a full-service
experience, covering all grounds and
backed up with an attentive and professional team.”
The subsidiary will be wholly owned and
operated by GMO Research and is registered as GMO-Z.com Research USA. •
Web: https://gmo-research.com/
BEHAVIORALLY CONTINUES GROWTH
WITH NEW MANILA HUB
Shopper marketing consultancy Behaviorally has continued its expansion
in Asia with the launch of a new hub in
Manila, Philippines. Joy Abella-Yu joins as
Vice President to service clients in the region from the new hub.
Behaviorally applies a digital-first approach to shopper research, a unique
behavioural framework, state-of-the-art
AI technology, and decades of category
expertise to define and diagnose the factors that influence consumer behaviour
and drive shopper growth at both the
digital and physical shelf.
Before joining Behaviorally, Abella-Yu
held leadership roles at numerous research agencies, as well as client companies including Kantar, Johnson &
Johnson, The Hershey Company, Procter
& Gamble, and more. She has over 15
years of market and consumer insights
experience, having worked throughout

Connect with Asia Research Media

Southeast Asia and in the US. Abella-Yu
is joined by Director Kat Lim, servicing
brands in the region.
Behaviorally’s Group President, Crispin
Beale, said of Abella-Yu’s joining: “We are
so pleased to welcome Joy to our rapidly
growing Asia team. Her extensive experience helping FMCG companies in and
outside of Asia shape their go-to-market
and retail strategies, and develop successful innovations, plus her knowledge
of media and digital trends make her the
perfect fit for helping us implement our
strategic vision in this region and guide
our customers to success.” •
Web: https://www.behaviorally.com/
TOLUNA LAUNCHES NEW OFFICE IN
THAILAND
Consumer insights firm Toluna has
strengthened its market presence in
Southeast Asia with a new office in Thailand. Along with this expansion, the company has appointed Chumphol (Marc)
Sivawettakul as the Business Development Director of Southeast Asia.
Sivawettakul will help Toluna expand its
presence in Thailand, and the company
is already working with several market
research firms and brands in the country.
Before joining Toluna, Sivawettakul was
Business Development Lead at EYOS
and Director of Retailer Services at NielsenIQ.
Christine Tan, Southeast Asia Senior Business Director at Toluna, said: “We’re very
excited to welcome Chumphol (Marc) to
the team. His business background and
extensive experience working with many
high-profile brands will make an immediate positive impact on our clients in the
region.”
Ludo Milet, Managing Director in
Asia-Pacific at Toluna, added: “Business
in Southeast Asia continues to grow at a
rapid pace, and it’s critical that we continue to grow our team and add local expertise to meet the needs of our clients
across the region. We’re thrilled to add
Marc’s experience to the Toluna team
and expand our global footprint by opening operations in Thailand.” •
Web: https://tolunacorporate.com/
PURESPECTRUM ACQUIRES DALIA
TECHNOLOGY

nology, a global programmatic supplier, to fast-track PureSpectrum’s goal of
making life easier for researchers. The
acquisition of Dalia Technology further
expands the PureSpectrum Marketplace
with 100+ API-connected publishers and
suppliers and access to 28 additional
countries.
“From day one, our goal has always been
to make research and thus life easier for
our clients,” shares Founder and CEO
Michael McCrary. “With this technology
acquisition, our clients will see even better feasibility on our platform with no
change to the data quality they expect
when working with PureSpectrum.”
“PureSpectrum has been a trusted partner of Dalia for many years and we
couldn’t think of a better home for our
programmatic sampling platform,” says
Nico Jaspers, CEO of Dalia Research.
“This transaction now enables us to fully
focus on Latana and to develop the next
generation of brand analytics.” •
Web: https://www.purespectrum.com/
IPSOS OPENS OFFSHORE DATA SERVICES CENTRE IN MUMBAI
Global market research company Ipsos
has launched a new global offshore Data
Services Centre in Mumbai, India, catering to offshore production work for North
America and subsequently for other
global markets. Haribabu Rajendran has
been appointed its Managing Director.
Rajendran has been at the heart of establishing the data services in India. He
is extremely bullish on the Indian market and said: “Our focus will be to work
with Ipsos global teams on production,
programming, data processing and data
analytical roles and we are actively recruiting. India has a large pool of talent,
and apart from the experts, we also plan
to hire at the entry level and train the
youngsters.”
“India is a key priority market for Ipsos
and the setting up of the offshore hub reinforces Ipsos’ commitment to India not
only as a key player in full service market
research entity, but also as a key market
for offshore production work for the long
haul,” said Amit Adarkar, CEO of Ipsos
India. •
Web: https://www.ipsos.com

Market research technology company
PureSpectrum has acquired Dalia Tech-
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HOW GLOBAL CONSUMERS
ARE RESPONDING TO THE RISING
COST OF LIVING
By Toluna

W

e haven’t just been dealing
with a global pandemic in
2022. Economic uncertainty has
come to the forefront as consumers
across the globe grapple with the
effects of rapid inflation.

As consumer behaviours continue to change, it’s
critical for businesses to keep in touch with their target
audience in real time. That’s why we field our Global
Consumer Barometer, which provides a regular glimpse
of global consumers to help guide smarter business
decisions.
Now in its 19th wave, the most recent Barometer
features topics including consumer confidence, the
rising cost of living, supply chain challenges, brand
values, and more. Below, we take a look at the findings
of the study, which was fielded in March 2022.

The importance of brand values in
today’s environment
Global consumers are purchasing with care and
expecting more from brands than they have in the past.
They look to engage with brands that support them and
share their values – and act on them, too.
• Eight in ten believe that brands should be
accountable to consumers
• 64% go out of their way to engage with brands
that align with their values
• Three in four globally agree that it is important
to them that they invest time and care into the
decisions they make as a consumer
• 67% would stop using a brand because of its
negative environmental and social activities
These data show that, to stay relevant and competitive
in today’s market, brands must be proactive about
positioning and marketing themselves accordingly.

4
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Supply chain issues are changing how
and where buyers shop
Today’s businesses are faced with limited resources and
materials, staffing shortages, price increases, and other
challenges that make all kinds of goods and services
hard to come by. In turn, when products are in stock,
they are more expensive for consumers to purchase.
More than half of global consumers (52%) report being
extremely or somewhat frustrated with products being
unavailable – and this frustration is felt most in grocery
retailers and supermarkets. What are the other ways
in which supply chain issues are impacting global
consumers?
• Four in ten had difficulty buying pantry/dry
products based on availability in the past three
months
• 35% had difficulty buying fruit and vegetables,
and 31% fresh meat and fish
• Three in four expect product unavailability issues
to last up to six months
• Almost half of global consumers expect to spend
more on groceries over the next few months
The volatile supply chain and unreliable product
availability are making buyers rethink how and where
they do their shopping. Sixty percent of global consumers
say they’re willing to switch to in-store shopping because
of products or brands being temporarily unavailable
online, and six in ten consumers who experience online
availability issues would switch to in-store shopping.
This presents an opportunity to both physical and
virtual storefronts – as long as they are able to keep
supplies in stock.
www.asia-research.net
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Cost of living increases are causing
consumer concerns
Financial concerns have persisted into the spring of
2022, with 37% of global consumers reporting that
they’re very concerned about their personal financial
security in light of the current economic circumstances.
More than four in ten consumers say they have less
money now than they did before the pandemic, and
one in five report that they are still worried about their
employment.
Additionally, cost-of-living increases are affecting the
prices of everyday goods and services. Sixty-three
percent of global consumers have experienced price
increases in stores, while 42% have experienced this
when shopping online. Utility bills are another area in
which consumers are feeling the pain, as 42% say they
expect to spend more in that area this year.
With prices rising across the board, it’s important
that brands keep product offerings as affordable and
accessible to their target audience as possible. Reevaluating price structures and product offerings can
help businesses ensure they will fit into more stringent
budgets and cater consumer concerns.

in favour of more affordable options. This presents a
significant opportunity for competing brands that are
looking to increase market share.
With buyers highly motivated to put value first, here’s
what businesses can expect over the next three months:
• 48% will increase their purchasing of cheaper
alternatives to their usual choices
• 34% will visit more stores in search of value, with
31% seeking out cheaper supermarkets
• 32% will decrease their purchasing of premium
brand products to save money
Brand loyalty is being sacrificed in favour of cost efficiency
in today’s market, which is a trend that looks set to
continue. This may inspire bigger or premium brands
to offer more affordable options to stay competitive,
while emerging brands may consider innovative ways to
increase visibility and capture new customers.

Consumer confidence remains on the rise

Competing brands could be well
positioned for growth

Despite the persistent economic concerns, there’s
a light at the end of the tunnel in terms of consumer
confidence. Overall, consumer life satisfaction is up 10
points compared to March of 2021, and 41% of global
consumers report feeling very optimistic about the
future.

In discouraging news for well-established brands, brand
loyalty is at a new low. Price increases are forcing
consumers to forego their favourite stores and brands

As brands navigate the present and the economic
landscape continues to evolve, it’s important to stay on
top of changing consumer behaviour and sentiment. •
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THE MOVE TOWARDS
6G TECHNOLOGY

6G Technology: How Different Will It Be from 5G?
By GMO Research

T

echnology is evolving rapidly and constantly. While the world is still
implementing 5G technology in its daily applications and processes,
early discussions of 6G have got the tech world abuzz with the potential
updates that 5G’s successor can bring to the table.

Research and development on 6G started in 2020, just
a year after the launch of 5G. However, realistically, 6G
is only expected to be introduced commercially in 2030.
As the future of technology shifts towards a world with
augmented and virtual reality as the probable norm,
the technology that supports it must ensure seamlessness on all fronts, from integration to latency, speed,
and other components.
6G is expected to be significantly faster than its predecessor by almost 10–20 times. While 5G is running
at a top speed of approximately 10 gigabits per second (Gbps), 6G is expected to hit 100–200 Gbps. Earlier this year, China announced that it had managed to
achieve the world’s fastest real-time transmission for
terahertz (THz) wireless communication within the ex-
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pected 6G range. China also launched the world’s first
6G test satellite into space in 2020 to test the technology from the Taiyuan Satellite Launch Center. The satellite, Tianyan-5, was designed to test high-frequency THz
communication payloads.
6G is expected to make significant use of distributed radio access networks and the THz spectrum to boost its
capacity and spectrum sharing and decrease latency.
This would allow for streamlined and seamless wireless
connectivity, making 6G highly likely to become globally
heterogeneous, especially in developed and developing
nations. While its predecessors are currently being used
heavily in mobile frameworks, 6G is expected to be used
beyond those scopes in areas such as the Internet of
Things (IoT), artificial intelligence, and more.

www.asia-research.net
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With the speed of technological evolution, 6G would
allow for a seamless convergence of vastly disparate
technologies in the near future. While 5G has allowed
for some degree of convergence, especially in IoT and
big data, 6G is expected to make larger waves in this
convergency, thus allowing for complete integration
across various systems for daily technological applications in different fields.
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The race to 6G is on, and companies such as China’s
Huawei Technologies, South Korea’s Samsung, and Finland’s Nokia are some of the big names working on the
technology. Research is also ongoing in countries like
Japan, Australia, India, and Singapore. It will be interesting to see which country or region dominates, as 6G
will be an unprecedented game-changing technology. •
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WINNERS AND LOSERS OF INFLATION:

FRESH INSIGHTS TO ADJUST TO
PRICING SENSITIVITY
By EyeSee

s the world is going through a recession, the challenge every business now has is:
A
what will be the impact on consumer behaviour? The pandemic taught us that there’s
no such thing as the ‘new normal’ – any turbulent period is constantly evolving and the
only way to stay on top is to adapt your business to it in every sense, starting from how
you approach research.
You cannot rely on old data
when pricing sensitivity fluctuates and consumer confidence is unstable – actually,
that’s exactly when you need
to look at the context and the
anchors that drive decisions
on the shelf over time. Use research to respond, not react,
to pricing sensitivity as every
crisis has its losers – but also
those who, by employing the
right strategies, come out on
top.

8
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To help brands feel the consumer pulse
under ongoing inflationary pressures,
the EyeSee team undertook a comprehensive study on shifting sentiment
in new circumstances conducted on
6,500+ respondents using a tech-driven approach leveraging virtual shopping and conjoint analysis. Here’s what
the study setup looked like:

Is ‘shrinkflation’ a smart
move?
Think long about volume
adjustment
One of the strategies brands embrace
during uncertain times is increasing
the prices of their products. The findings showed a noticeable trend for
categories that are essential and are
bought less frequently, such as body wash and washing-up liquid: there is an obvious switch to smaller packaging within the same brand when the prices go up.
This, however, does not mean brands should opt to decrease the volumes of their packs – it can be risky in the
long run since consumers might feel tricked if not properly communicated with.
Although considered essential, consumers can postpone
purchases in these categories and search for better
deals elsewhere in case their favourite brands increase
prices. So, while it seems counterintuitive, now is the time
to think about testing and widening your portfolio – from
different pack sizes to entirely new products with added
benefits – not only to intercept this delay in purchases,
but to truly understand what your consumers need and
how you can further support them.

Crisis is the mother of innovation
(for those interested in winning)
When it comes to categories that are bought more frequently, like chips and cereal bars, the study findings

Connect with Asia Research Media
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showed that once prices increase, shoppers are more
inclined to search for cheaper alternatives. So, when
talking about chips, most shoppers are quick to jump to
a different brand altogether – and since there is a great
variety of these products, they’re easily replaced. Therefore, price increase leads to a significant drop in brands’
penetration when 1/3 of the brands increase prices?
Since the options in this category are vast, having a variety of products makes a winning strategy – and this
is where innovation comes in. It is not enough just to
observe the changes in consumer needs but to react to
them, which is why it is crucial to keep on innovating and
developing new products that fit the transforming needs.

Never underestimate the need for selfcare under stress
Even with high inflationary pressures impacting almost all aspects of everyday life, some categories are
untouchable no matter how high the cost gets. Bacon
and beer are two such categories – the insights showed
no sensitivity to price increases, no switching between brands, and that
the bestsellers remain
the best (and some even
better) when the prices increase! Seemingly,
there is no room for compromise when it comes
to ‘feel-good’ purchases,
even or especially during
high-stress
situations
such as inflation. What
this means for brands
is that every category
has the potential to support consumers, but only
through research will you
be able to map out these

Q2 2022 ASIA RESEARCH
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ready taking place even after just one trip. What all of
this indicates for brands is that navigating inflation is not
as simple as just having the right price or volume pack
for consumers – being transparent and honest about the
changes you are making and maintaining your brand
reputation in the process are just as crucial.

So, how can brands tackle shaken
consumer confidence?

• Do not rely on past data – every crisis has a unique
impact, so make sure you are researching with a
mix of methods to tap into the current needs of your
shoppers
• Do not trust your gut – although it might seem
counter intuitive, innovating is the only way to actually
prepare for the stable times with an upper hand

products! However, what consumers still don’t look for is
private labels – even when prices increased by as much
as 25%, private label brands were still not getting added
to the cart!

• Do not stick to one strategy – to truly tune into the
changes the evolving crisis will bring, it is vital to look at
the full context to feel the pulse of consumers
Make sure you get EyeSee’s full report on global inflation
and its impact on consumer confidence! •

These findings were only from the first wave of the study,
and even though the respondents only had one shopping
trip as a task, it is evident that many new trends are al-
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Product subscriptions:

THREE SURPRISING REASONS 		
BEHIND CONSUMER CHOICES
By SKIM

F

or CPG brands and retailers, the
subscription model offers tremendous opportunities for recurring revenue and consumer connection. But what is fuelling consumer
choice in the subscription economy,
specifically for FMCG products, and
how can brands capitalise on it?

It’s tempting to assume that consumers choose product
subscriptions primarily to save money. However, recent
subscription lifestyle research has revealed otherwise: in
almost every category, consumers, especially those with
multiple subscriptions, valued other subscription benefits
more than a lower price. The results have revealed some
surprising factors driving consumer decisions in these
categories.

Product subscriptions:
What do consumers value most?
The first reason consumers sign up for subscriptions,
from replenishment to curated options, is for the value
they offer. How do consumers measure that value? Well,
in addition to cost, consumers say they want you to:

•

•

•

“Make my life easier”

In many categories, value starts with convenience.
Subscriptions make it easy for consumers to get
what they want and need.

“Surprise me”

Many consumers enjoy having a mystery box
of curated goodies show up at their door every
month. It’s a fun way to brighten their day.

“Show me something new”

In some categories, consumers choose subscriptions
because they love trying new products without the
hassle of shopping for them. And they might prefer
trying sample sizes.

Three factors impacting choice for product
subscriptions
Beyond the primary value to the consumer, the research
revealed three factors that challenge assumptions about
consumer product subscription decisions.

1. Consumer value differs across categories
for product subscriptions

In recent SKIM research conducted across four key
categories (personal care, household products,
beauty, and food & beverage), important
differences were revealed in the reasons
consumers signed up for subscriptions, depending
on the subscription type.
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2. The rise of the subscription lifestyle

Heavy subscription users want more. Here’s a
finding we didn’t expect: heavy subscription users
(people with seven or more subscriptions) are
more likely to sign up for additional subscriptions
than light users (with only one subscription). This
holds true across every tangible goods category.
In fact, two-thirds, or more, of heavy users signed
up for additional subscriptions within the past
year.

In the beauty category, for example, consumers
chose subscriptions to try something new or
exclusive, to get better quality products, to treat
themselves, or to try sample sizes. Cost savings
ranked much lower.
In other categories, however, convenience and
cost were more important reasons for signing up.
That’s especially true for subscriptions based on
replenishment of stock (like Perrobox or Supawbox
for pet supplies) as opposed to curation-type
subscriptions (as in beauty boxes like Bomibox
[shipped from South Korea], or LOOKFANTASTIC
[shipped from the UK]).

12
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However, heavy subscription users are eager to try
new things, which can lead to subscription-hopping
and churn.
Lifestyle vs economic benefits. Heavy users value
the lifestyle benefits of subscriptions, while light
users are more focused on price and economic
benefits.
These attitudes and preferences define the
subscription lifestyle. Heavy subscription users
who embrace the subscription lifestyle are
very `bought in` to the benefits they gain from
subscriptions. While light users clearly see the
value, they are more measured in their enthusiasm
and may have more reservations.
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Do you know what drives consumer choice for product subscriptions in your category? Is
it convenience, cost, quality, or surprise? Getting it right is critical for your go-to-market
strategy.
3. Generational differences

Almost half of Millennials have four or more
subscriptions–far more than any other generation.
They value convenience more than saving money
and are quickly becoming the subscription-lifestyle
generation. Millennials are comfortable with
shopping online and believe in the safety, security,
and convenience of having products delivered to
their door.
No other generation, older or younger, has
embraced the subscription channel to the same
extent. By contrast, only 18% of consumers aged
55+ have four or more subscriptions.

Consumer behaviour and the subscription
economy: Implications for CPG marketers
Based on the information and insights we uncovered
in our research, here are some key takeaways and
advice for FMCG brands entering the subscription
channel.

Understand the value proposition in your category.
Using category-specific insights to develop
your brand messaging and subscription pricing
strategies is essential for success in this channel.
Target prospects with the greatest potential.
Millennials are embracing the subscription
lifestyle, but which generation is the best match
for your category and your products? For instance,
consumers aged 55+ are much more likely to have
a pet food subscription or a vitamins subscription
than other age groups. Consider how you will
attract and retain heavy subscription users and
optimise customer lifetime value (CLV) for your
most valuable subscribers.
Plan for switching behaviour and churn. While
consumers embracing the subscription lifestyle
are happy to try new things and sign up for new
subscriptions, you might find your subscribers
`hopping` to your competitors. That means you
need subscriber-centric retention strategies to
keep consumers engaged. •

Be visible with

YOUR CONTENT AND

MARKETING STRATEGY
Contact now: claudia@asia-research.com
www.asia-research.net
www.asia-research.com
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ARE YOU EMBRACING MULTI-SOURCE?
By James Rogers, Managing Director, APAC, PureSpectrum

I

n the past, multi-sourcing or aggregation was synonymous with bad respondents and
experience. Legacy online data collection was conducted via double opt-in proprietary
panellists. They were recruited from SEO-type campaigns and member-get-member programmes and in the early ’00s hit their peak with tag lines like ‘XXXL’ and ‘one size fits all’.
Some of these still exist in certain highly saturated and
competitive markets and for niche audiences. The challenge of these legacy models is cost and consistent engagement of the audience. Building proprietary online
panels has always been tied to CPA/CPCs for advertising.
But now this is becoming too expensive for research buyers to ingest into their budget planning and it is also why
standalone ‘panels’ often have the most expensive cost
per interview and incentives.

Understanding modern multi-sourcing

Today, online data collection is sourced, whether knowingly or unknowingly, from multi-sourced marketplace
models. This practice has now become commonplace
and light needs to be shined on it in the interest of transparency.

Regardless of whether you are engaging a market
research agency, a ‘traditional’ panel provider, or a
marketplace direct, the chances are high that you are
multi-sourcing. The important questions are: Do you
know you are? Who are the sources? What measures
are in place to prevent bias, quality issues, deduplication,
and ensure better representativity?

1) Direct commissioning with a research agency with a
proprietary panel

Market research agencies with their own proprietary panels create
their own sample supply chain networks via APIs to deliver a
seamless end-to-end solution. (Private marketplaces)

14

It has never been the case that ‘one size fits all’. No panel, proprietary or otherwise, can ever be big enough to
support every research study all of the time. The utilisation of third party; or ‘top-up’ partners has always been
part of this process; however, with automation and APIs
in full flow, this has now become seamless and sightless
to the everyday buyer.

As there are potentially endless scenarios for how many
steps there are in a sample supply chain for a research
project, for illustration purposes, we have chosen three
common examples. All of them illustrate respondents entering and completing research projects. But it has to be
asked what is more efficient? Which prevents potential
data challenges? And which of these scenarios gives the
researcher visibility of the journey itself?
Marketplace technology has evolved and is now able to
combine panel member ID and device fingerprinting to
allow the restriction of multi-panel memberships from
entering surveys multiple times. This is not necessarily
the case in the more traditional models, as this may be
being undertaken at different stages/through different

2) Engaging with a traditional panel provider

3) Engaging with a purpose-built multi-source
solution

Traditional panel providers bolster their proprietary offerings with
API partnerships as well as consistent, manual buying’ through
vendor networks.

True marketplace models that are fit for multi-source purposes
avoid supply-on-supply overlap and provide a single source of
truth through a management layer.
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owners. The sample supply chains in images 1 and 2
illustrate respondents navigating an endless maze of
vendors and channels to reach the ultimate destination
of the customer survey. This struggle can also negatively
impact the panellist’s experience.
Assuming these methods in 1 and 2 are employed, there
needs to be tight cadence and management to avoid
overlap, contain potential bias, and be mindful of the
panellist journey. The same needs to be the case with
quality controls: every source is different and is aligned to
its own standards, so it is imperative that this is in place
at a respondent level, not at the source level, otherwise
you may not be seeing a consistent approach.
Additionally, when these more traditional ‘add-on’ models
are utilised, the buyer is often unaware of the sample/
supplier composition and whether controls are in place
to limit single-source bias.
The marketplace model has become mainstream because
of the efficiencies and benefits it can provide over
traditional models. Speed and cost have become more
important over time for data collection, with budgets and
timings being constrained (even more so post-COVID).
Multi-sourcing must be recognised as both acceptable
and also the primary route of data collection today.
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What marketplace multi-sourcing
enables
There are advantages to engaging a marketplace
platform directly. Along with cost savings (by removing
a step in the chain), you also receive transparency.
Transparency of supply channels, individual supplier
costs down to CPI level, and sample allocation to avoid
potential source biases.
Researchers conducting online studies have increasingly
adopted marketplaces that utilise multi-sourcing because
the methodology delivers:
• Faster audience and quota delivery where and when
required
• New channels for previously untapped/unavailable
respondent sources (by engaging publishing
networks, loyalty programmes, or brand-specific
audiences)
• Increased inclusion through wider sources (vs. legacy
SEO campaigns preaching cash for questions)
Given the number of routes that sample can fulfill survey
requirements, it is important to understand the origins
and the ultimate control measures in place. When
combining data from different sources for analysis, it is
vital to have common denominators or reference points
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to maintain integrity. Shouldn’t this be the case for the
sources they come from as well?
PureSpectrum offers a complete end-to-end market
research Marketplace and Insights platform, helping
insights professionals make decisions more efficiently,
and faster than ever before. Awarded MR Supplier of
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the Year at the 2021 Marketing Research and Insight
Excellence Awards, PureSpectrum is recognised for
its industry-leading data quality. PureSpectrum has
developed the industry’s first and only respondent-level
scoring system, PureScore™, creating a new standard of
data quality for the industry. •

FACE-TO-FACE RESEARCH IS COMING
BACK, BUT WILL IT BE THE SAME?
By James Redden, Managing Director-Asia Pacific and Chris Oatey, Research Director, 2CV

T

he pandemic ‘forced’ a lot of qualitative research online, but now that the
world has started to open up again, what is its current state? Will it return
to the pre-pandemic status quo? Should it?
work ceased operations (at time of writing at least).
This demonstrates the delicate state of the industry –
how quickly things can change and how there needs to be
contingency plans in place for the future. Countries will
likely be quick to act in the future for further COVID-19
outbreaks or other pandemics should they need to, and
we will forever need to be mindful of this when thinking
about future research plans.
“At the moment, only about 5–10% of projects are conducted face-to-face and we only agree to them if respondent participation is imperative to the study… Japan has
been slower in their transition [to normality] than other
countries.” – Partner, Japan

Many research agencies and insight leads were put in a
tough situation during the pandemic and had to move
their qualitative research online, in turn facing the pros
and cons that this brings as a methodology (which were
explored in Asia Research Q3 2021).
However, as countries are opening up and travel restrictions are lifting, what is the current state of face-to-face
research? Are we back to the status quo, and if not, what
has changed? Is there anything else we need to consider
as a result?
Here at 2CV we have spoken to several of our specialist
recruitment and research partners from across the region
to understand their perspective on the current and future
state of face-to-face qualitative research.

In some markets, COVID-19 is sadly
far from over
As many markets across the world started to open, the
rise of case numbers in Shanghai meant all face-to-face
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In others, face-to-face never stopped
and is now gaining momentum
In markets where full government lockdowns were not
implemented (e.g. South Korea and some states of Australia), face-to-face research continued, albeit at a much
lower rate than before.
Markets are now seeing demand for face-to-face research slowly return, but not to the level seen pre-pandemic.
Online alternatives continue to dominate and look like they
are here to stay, leaving it unlikely that face-to-face research will ever return to pre-pandemic levels.
“Face-to-face is definitely back but there’s no doubt online is here to stay as an alternative to face-to-face beyond COVID” – Partner, Australia

Face-to-face participants are returning,
but at what cost?
A big part of any successful research is, of course, the
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people who take part. Therefore, the big question is
whether they are willing to take part in face-to-face research or not.
“Not really [harder to recruit respondents]. But we are offering slightly more incentives to attract them to face-toface compared to pre-COVID, and I do not believe this will
now go back to the level before.” – Partner, South Korea
Speaking to our partners, the view is that there is not
necessarily a reluctance to take part but rather a need
to be rewarded further for taking part in something less
convenient to them. They have become accustomed to
taking part from their own homes and this is something
researchers have helped accommodate through the implementation of various tech solutions. It is rare in 2022
to meet someone who does not have Zoom ready to use!
Another critical consideration is the safety and well-being
of all people involved. Continuing to wear masks, limiting
the size of groups, and sanitising common areas are all
best practice. While these practices are not mandatory,
they should be sought after and are in the best interests
of researchers, participants, and clients alike.

Restricted travel and inefficiencies
One of the more insightful parts of face-to-face research is
being in-market with your customers and really ‘walking a
mile in their shoes’. However, for a lot of clients (and agencies) this is still limited and may continue to be so.
The restricted and hassle-full nature of travelling to and
from some markets remains an issue. Besides this, in-
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sights teams have not had to budget for travel for the
last couple of years and may be reluctant to spend that
money again when online work has proven effective.
There are a lot of time efficiencies to be gained by not
travelling – another benefit clients and agencies have
got used to.
“It would be good to travel again, to meet consumers,
meet colleagues… we’ll need to work it into budgets next
year.” – Client
Travel will likely pick up as the cost of it (in terms of both
money and time) reduces; however, it will likely be less
frequent than before – perhaps limited to key projects
or markets. Much like the participants, clients and researchers have perhaps become more comfortable with
now-familiar online viewing methods.

A final word
As the world starts to return to normal, the option for doing
face-to-face research has returned. Here at 2CV we have
already seen this slow return to normal happen over the
last year across the region.
The flexibility in methodology is once more allowing agencies to propose any solution to answer the client’s objectives.
However, the advancements in technology and fine-tuning of the online research methods have brought participants, clients, and researchers many benefits. It should
therefore be no surprise that, despite the returned sense
of freedom, online methods will remain prominent. •
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FUTURE SKILLING
WHAT EMPLOYERS LOOK FOR IN GRADUATES,
AND WHERE YOUNG TALENT LACK SKILLS
By Piers Lee, Director, BVA BDRC

B

VA BDRC has long been a proud employer of university students and recent graduates,
with a culture of bringing-on bright young talent. Each year we eagerly await the next
intake of placement students and, where possible, relish the opportunity to offer permanent
positions to top performers upon completion of their studies. Our senior team comprises
previous placement students and graduate hires who have since forged successful longterm careers at the agency.

The strategy has served us so well that we are also
now committed to ‘always on’ graduate recruitment,
ensuring that we do not miss an opportunity to recruit
the cream of the crop: intelligent, driven and diligent
individuals with an emotional maturity that belies their
years.
However, BVA BDRC’s positive graduate recruitment
experiences do not apply to all businesses. Our
research in this field suggests that there is an untapped
opportunity for schools and universities to adapt their
curricular and better support young people as they
enter the workforce.

entrepreneurial skills. Notably, when we compared
this to school leavers (typically 3-5 years younger than
graduates) there are significantly more question marks
about graduates’ emotional maturity, self-discipline
and generally ‘not fitting in’.
Expanding further, these businesses perceive a lack
of resilience, with graduates seen as coming from a
‘too protected environment,’ arriving with an entitled
mentality and overrating their capabilities.

Graduates remain in high demand.
Our recent survey of 1,280 UK businesses showed that
33% of employers intend to hire graduates in the next
two years and 40% will hire school leavers (aged 1618 years). However, the number of graduates that
businesses intend to recruit will be higher by an average
of about eleven graduates per company compared to
an average of nine for school leavers. This shows that
demand for graduates is high.
The businesses in the survey acknowledge that graduates
bring a range of value-add qualities, specifically their
interpersonal skills and creativity. The more applied
university courses teach specific skills useful to industry
while other courses are viewed by businesses as a
certification of capability, intelligence and trainability.

Not all employers see ‘graduate status’ as a
guaranteed indicator of success.
We also asked businesses to identify the key weaknesses
of graduates and a range of factors were highlighted.
The main issues were emotional immaturity, their
poor discipline, poor interpersonal skills and a lack of
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Some businesses are questioning the role of
the university experience
We have to acknowledge that this is a complex and
nuanced topic. A melting pot of dimensions, including
cultural, socio-economic and political factors (to name
but a few) have the potential to influence an individual’s
path through education as well as their wider life
experiences, expectations and outlook. Equally, the
employer perspective will be influenced by the fact that
higher education is simply inappropriate for certain
industries. Moreover, it takes time and commitment to
deliver an effective graduate recruitment and training
strategy – as we have learnt at BVA BDRC!
However, it is also interesting to note the perspective
of some employers and add an emerging hypothesis to
the mix: aspects of the university experience may be ill
preparing graduates for employment and contributing
to lower emotional maturity.
These businesses place the blame, in part, on so-called
safe spaces in universities and ‘non-offence’ directives.
The quest for a tolerant and diverse environment
is criticised as stifling free speech and creating a
generation that is more sensitive to opposing opinions
– another highly complex societal issue in and of itself.

How should academic institutions respond?
Additional BVA BDRC research has shown that parents
are seeking schools that will teach their children
“greater resilience for a more challenging future” and
the future workplace is certainly set to become more
challenging. Fewer people will be under traditional
employment contracts, with a less predictable income.
Customers will get more demanding and there will
be more competition, meaning that a workforce with
mental toughness and an entrepreneurial spirit will
be required. Furthermore, a more resilient generation
is needed to deal with significant social and economic
disruption brought about by climate change mitigation
measures, geo-political tensions and threats to income
from automation and Artificial Intelligence.
Our expectation is that academic institutions teaching
the necessary ‘life skills’, those that instil self-discipline
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and inner strength to “face adversity & challenges” will
reap the rewards and become more in demand.

Learn more in our forthcoming report ‘Future
Skilling: The question of the future job market
and how to prepare our children for it’
BVA BDRC serves a niche in the education sector as
specialists in the international school market. The
insights raised in this blog are just a small snapshot from
our comprehensive report on “Future Skilling” which
incorporates the views of both parents and businesses.
The report shines a light on the areas where schools
and higher education institutions should be honing their
curricular to make school leavers and graduates more
employable. These insights can also be used by the HR
departments of corporations or corporate trainers to
develop new talent in the early stages of their careers. •
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NIELSEN STRENGTHENS ASIA PACIFIC
TEAM WITH NEW HIRE
Nielsen has appointed Arnaud Frade as SVP
and Head of Commercial Growth for Asia
Pacific.
Arnaud has held a number of leadership
positions in the insights and data advisory
sectors, in a wide variety of markets and
industries in APAC, Latin America, the
Middle East, Africa, and Europe throughout
his career. He has also been a continuous
advocate for digital and tech development,
having held leadership roles for service
lines such as interactive services, social
intelligence, and strategic development.
Arnaud Frade, the new SVP and Head
of Commercial Growth APAC, said, “I’m
really looking forward to this new chapter
of my career at Nielsen and continuing
to participate in industry milestones as a
thought leader in understanding media
trends, audiences and retail amidst the pace
of transformation brands are experiencing.
Advertisers and media owners have
enormous growth opportunities through the
evolution of mobile, streaming, social and
TV platforms. Nielsen is uniquely placed to
navigate audience engagements through
this evolution and I’m thrilled to be at the
heart of this story.”
“With the appointment of a talented senior
leader like Arnaud, we’re committing to
the industry that we’re here to support our
clients’ growth as they navigate the industry
transformation. Arnaud’s deep industry
and regional experience will empower our
clients with independent and actionable
intelligence so they can connect and engage
with their audiences even more deeply.
At Nielsen, our data enables connections
between people and media to fuel the global
advertising and content marketplace. I’m
thrilled that Arnaud has joined my senior
leadership team to drive this growth story
even further,” said Rob Gilby, President of
Nielsen, Asia Pacific. •
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NEW CEO FOR WPP JAPAN
WPP has appointed Kyoko Matsushita as
CEO in Japan. In this new role, Kyoko will
be responsible for WPP’s business in Japan,
strengthening its collective capabilities and
bringing together people and resources on
behalf of clients.
Kyoko is currently Chief Executive Officer
for Essence Global, WPP’s global data and
measurement-driven
full-service
media
agency, with 23 offices in 12 countries.
Kyoko joined Essence in 2014 as the first
CEO of the APAC region. This appointment
will see her return to Asia, based in
Tokyo, after a transition period as the
merged EssenceMediacom business – also
announced today – prepares for its launch.
Kyoko is a highly regarded Japanese
leader, with significant Asia Pacific gaming
and technology experience, and is well
positioned to lead growth and innovation in
Japan for WPP. Before being named Essence
Global’s CEO, Kyoko served as the agency’s
first Global Chief Client Officer, leading the
client services practice, client satisfaction,
and organic and new business growth.

Kyoko Matsushita
WPP Japan

Chawntae Applegate
Schlesinger Group

Mark Read, CEO of WPP, said: “Kyoko’s
experience and work at the leading edge of
technology and her appreciation for building
a strong culture make her the perfect leader
for our WPP business in Japan. She is highly
respected across our industry, and her return
to the Asia Pacific region follows a period of
great success as CEO of Essence. I have no
doubt she will unlock new opportunities for
our people and clients in the world’s third
largest economy.”
Kyoko Matsushita said: “It’s the opportunity
of a lifetime to serve as WPP’s CEO in a
country with so much growth potential for us
and the industry. Japan is close to my heart,
and the chance to lead the WPP business in
a market with tremendous opportunity for
us is a real honour.” •
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CHAWNTAE APPLEGATE PROMOTED AT
SCHLESINGER
Research technology firm Schlesinger Group has
appointed Chawntae Applegate as Executive Vice
President of Global Client Solutions.
With a career spanning almost 30 years,
Applegate’s extensive experience on the supplier
side of the marketing research industry makes
her a key member of Schlesinger’s executive
management team and well placed to provide
strategic leadership to its regional client solutions
team across the US, Canada, Europe, and the
Asia Pacific. This move ensures not only that the
company’s vision for growth is realised, but also
that data solution needs are successfully met.
In this role, Applegate will focus on
global clients’ agility through
respondents, platforms, products,
execution support under one roof,
scale.

empowering
access to
and project
on a global

“We have been listening to our global clients
about how they want to buy and interact with
our services,” states Applegate. “By combining
our leadership into a unified team, we offer more
holistic capabilities and more consistency in
service delivery. At the same time, we continue
to harness our local expertise and multilingual
relationships to support regionally differentiated
needs to create a stellar experience for our
clients.”
Commenting on the announcement, Matt
Campion, CRO, added, “Chawntae’s expertise will
strengthen our global presence and enable an
elevated client experience and seamless access to
our portfolio of solutions. We have some exciting
new products launching this year, which will bring
new potential for our clients, as tech-enabled
solutions continue to be the cornerstone of our
growth.”•
MERKLE APPOINTS NEW PRESIDENT FOR APAC
Customer experience management company
Merkle has promoted John Riccio to President of
Merkle Asia Pacific (APAC), which includes Greater
China, Southeast Asia, India, and Australia and
New Zealand (ANZ). He replaces Zhengda `Z`
Shen, who has announced his retirement.
With more than 25 years’ experience leading
major
digital
businesses
and
strategic
programmes, Riccio is recognised as a specialist
in helping clients transform the way they respond
to market change and engage consumers. He is
an expert at leveraging emerging technologies
that support sustainable growth and scale, and
he will play a critical role in leading the growth
and evolution of Merkle APAC. He will continue in
his existing role as CEO of Merkle’s ANZ region.
Riccio has an extensive background leading
customer experience consulting, most recently
as experience consulting partner, APAC, for EY.
Previously, he held partner positions at PwC in
Australia and Asia, and at IBM in the UK.
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“I am delighted to confirm John as president
of Merkle APAC, as further proof of dentsu’s
commitment to accelerating the growth and
performance of our customer experience
consulting, data, digital transformation, and
B2B services across the region,” said Michael
Komasinski, Global CEO of Merkle. “John’s
extensive regional and global leadership
experience will further enable and drive growth
and success in this critical region for the business.”
“Since joining Merkle, I have been impressed by
the technical expertise and forward-thinking, agile
approach the company takes in the experiences
delivered to its clients and employees,” said
Riccio. “I am excited to expand my ANZ role
across the broader APAC region, supporting our
clients who have entrusted us to create distinctly
better experiences and relationships with their
customers across all key technology platforms.” •
WIPRO UNVEILS NEW CEO FOR APMEA
Global information technology, consulting, and
business process services company Wipro has
appointed Anis Chenchah as a member of the
Wipro Executive Board and Chief Executive
Officer, APMEA (Asia Pacific, India, Middle East,
and Africa).
Anis has over two decades of experience in
consulting, IT and business process services. He
joins from Capgemini, where he was the Global
CEO of Capgemini Business Services and member
of the Group Executive Committee. Prior to that,
Anis held various leadership roles in Capgemini
Financial Services across Europe and the Middle
East.
“I warmly welcome Anis to Wipro. His appointment
is a bold indication of our ambition for exponential
growth and leadership in APMEA as we tap into
its promising future. With his successful track
record of driving high growth in diverse contexts,
managing complex transformations and building
high-performance teams, Anis is well positioned to
accelerate our success in this strategic market,”
said Thierry Delaporte, CEO & Managing Director,
Wipro.
“I admire Wipro’s purpose and its extraordinary
commitment to social good and am impressed
by the effectiveness of its transformation over
the past two years. It is a privilege to lead
Wipro’s business in a region that I am deeply
passionate about, and to partner with our clients
as they accelerate their business and digital
transformation,” said Anis Chenchah.
N. S. Bala, who has been the CEO of the APMEA
Strategic Market Unit for the past year, has
decided to move back to the US for personal
reasons. •
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